“You Still Have Rice, But Soon
No Way to Cook It.” One of
Many Dilemmas for our New
Hope Mission Society Partners
Facing Devastating Floods
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Abdul has recently reported,
however, to Dorothy Desens,
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President of NHMS, that while
picture. Dr. Abdul, his father,
Bishara still has basic rice for
Pastor K.K. Alavi, and their team food, it still faces an impending
at Bishara have been working
crisis. To save money the Center
tirelessly to try to alleviate a small has relied on burning wood to
portion of the damage done by the cook the rice, but now dry wood
massive flooding. It is the worst
is no longer available. When the
monsoon season in memory,
current propane gas runs out, there
causing untold destruction of
is no more available to obtain in
homes but also the loss of a great the area. It is hard for us to imagmany lives.
ine facing such a dilemma.
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Abdul shares that “we are engaged
in providing packaged water,
blankets, food, clothes and
medications to these people,
along with government and other
missions seeking to respond. The
episode is persisting with tragic
consequences.
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Faith’s Church in the World
ministry team and Church
Council are supporting a simple
invitation for anyone wishing
to respond with a financial gift
to direct that to our mission
partner, the New Hope Mission
Society. Please mark your gift
for “Flood Relief.” If placed in
Bishara itself has been spared with the Sunday morning offering, it
very little physical destruction.
will be directed to leaders of
The Bible College continues
NHMS.
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